DEALER BULLETIN
ATTENTION: Service and Body Shop Manager
SUBJECT: Europa Special Striping

Should replacement of the striping become necessary as a result of damage or discoloration the following procedure is recommended:

   Removal is best done with a new single edge razor blade with the body warm (a hot sun helps). Work the blade under the tape taking care not to scratch the paint; the blade can be made to travel under the tape but over the adhesive.

   With the tape removed clean the area with a rag soaked with cosmoline remover. Wipe dry with a clean cloth. The small amount of adhesive remaining will if anything help adhesion and give a line to follow.

   Cut the corners from the decal sheets and install them over the remaining adhesive. Next take the roll of tape and apply the long lines, this will also work on the curves on the roof and quarter panels. Take care not to stretch the tape during application. We will allow four hours for this operation should replacement become necessary under warranty. Should you have any problems please call Pierce Thompson, Martin Rhoades, or Bill DeVreiss.

I must emphasize - on a car that has had the stripes removed do not try to use the whole decal as they do vary slightly.

Pierce Thompson
Service and Warranty Manager